
  
 
Here is CANAV Book’s grand new Summer 2024 list of mainly aviation titles. Most are “like new” 
copies. Many rare items such as some Avro Canada books with autographs of such greats as Jan 
Zurakowski and James C. Floyd. There’s an original 1917 treatise by the Red Baron himself and 
many other rare titles for the aviation readers, collector and bibliophile. Please let me know if you see 
anything that you like for yourself, for some aviation-minded friend, modeller, artist, aviation retiree, 
etc. 
 
Also … if you get a chance, have a look at the new items on the CANAV blog  
www.canavbooks.wordpress.com  Included is new coverage of aviation at the Lakehead/Thunder 
Bay, the great Times-Colonist annual book sale, and what’s going on with the last two Martin Mars.  

Shipping: For books marked “A” for shipping, add $16.00, for “B” $14.50. Two or more books 

CANAV’s flat rate is $24.00. 

If ordering: OK to pay with PayPal or Interac -- pay straight to larry@canavbooks.com Cheques to 
CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave., Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4E 3B6 

Tel (416) 698-7559, E-mail: larry@canavbooks.com  

*** Be sure to let me know any time you get tired of receiving the CANAV mailings. Here goes the 
summer list …  

[ ] 125 Years of Canadian Aeronautics: A Chronology 1840-1965 K.M. Molson, George Fuller and John 
Griffin. Famous 1983 CAHS publication. As it says … massive amount of info. 328pages, hardcover, 
photos galore, index. Essential sourcebook. Like new copy. $35.00 A  

[ ] Canada's Flying Heritage 1981 softcover ed’n of this 1954 Frank Ellis classic. Essential for any 
Canadian aviation library, covers all the early eras in readable detail. From early 1900s through WWI, the 
booming interwar years, WWII and postwar eras. Key sourcebook. 398pp, sc, lf, photos, app'x, index. New 
copy $14.00 A 

[ ] Canadian Airmen and the First World War, Vol.I DHist. In a class of its own. Indispensable 
source book! 770 pp, hc, 200 photos, maps, foldouts. Like new copy. $40.00 A 
 



[ ] Creation of a National Air Force, Vol.2 DHist. Douglas. Greenhous, et al. Vol.II of this great 
triumvirate of RCAF history books. Covers the interwar years and the wartime homefront including 
the U-boat war. Fine copy. 796 pp, hc, 200 photos, maps, foldouts. 40.00 A 
 
[ ] Crucible of War: Official History of the RCAF, Vol. III DHist. Essential for any serious RCAF 
reader. 1096 pages of WWII RCAF overseas. How it all worked, fighters, bombers, transports, 
coastal, etc. Photos, app’x, index. Like new copy. Miss this series at your peril. 1020 pages, photos, 
maps, foldouts.  $40.00 A 
 
[ ] Aerodrome of Democracy: Canada and the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan 1939-
1945 Fred Hatch's superb 1983 study. None is any better in outlining the big picture. For the avid 
collector and serious reader. 222pp, sc, photos, charts, app'x, index. Good copy. $15.00 B 
 
[ ] The Courage of the Early Morning: The Story of Billy Bishop (1st ed’n 1965) The great one's 
son, Arthur, tells the story. A controversial history that has been challenged over the years, yet holds 
its ground. Portrays life “over the front” as well as you’ll read anywhere. 210pp, hc, photos, app'x, 
index. $18.50 B 
 
[ ] Lancaster FM159 and the Nanton Lancaster Society Air Museum Dave Birrell’s solid history of 
this now-famous RCAF Lancaster. Starts with a good general history of “the Lanc” at war, then a 
good history of FM159 at war (which amounted to nothing, since it reached the UK too late to see 
action). Next, its role postwar esp. in maritime reconnaissance with 407 Sqn at Comox, then the great 
story of how a farmer bought it for scrap value and towed it to his property in Nanton. Eventually, 
FM159 was salvaged and restored. Today its four great Merlin engines sometimes are run up by the 
museum. Excellent 48-page, cerlox-bound item $18 all-in 
 
[ ] The Necessary War: Canadians Fighting the Second World War 1939-1943 Cook. An important 
and fresh look at Canadians fighting on land & sea and in the air 1939-45. Evolving technology, 
weapons, logistics, morale, discipline, fortitude – all are covered in the fresh look at this great era. 
From the North Atlantic to Europe, Hong Kong, etc. Much about the Canadians who fought in the air. 
The first of 2 essential volumes, not to be missed. 520pp, sc, photos, biblio, index. Very nice copy but 
one corner very slightly bumped. $13.50 B 
 

[ ] The Canadair North Star  Milberry. One of the all-time best-reviewed aviation books. The world is 
down to a single North Star and a few lovely new copies of the book remain. Here’s the low-down about 
this beautiful propliner in a book described as the model for airplane type histories. Canada’s first airliner 
from conception through a colourful career. 100s of photos, glorious artwork, foldouts, app’x, index, etc. 
252 pp, hc. Like new, autographed copies (2 available). Each $24.00 A 

[ ] The Wright Brothers: Heirs to Prometheus Hallion. Invaluable 1978 Smithsonian publication, 1985 
ed’n. The finest details about the brothers and their early efforts culminating at Kitty Hawk in 1903. 
Wonderful read + sourcebook. 146pp, sc, medium format, photos, dias, biblio, index. Nice copy. $16.50 A 



[ ] Cream of the Crop: Canadian Aircrew 1939-1945 English. Through study of the RCAF flier in WWII. 
From recruiting to operations. Recruiting standards/processes, all the training. Men at war and the effects 
such as “LMF” (today’s PTSD). 238pp, hc, biblio, index. New copy. $60.00 B 

[ ] Behind the Glory: The Plan that Won the Allied Air War Barris. Canada in the British Commonwealth 
Air Training Plan in WW2. Excellent history of this great enterprise, many first-hand interviews. 358pp, 
sc, photos, map, biblio, index. Good copy. $12.50 

[ ] Aviation in Canada: Bombing and Coastal Operations Overseas 1939-1945 Milberry. Yet 
another gem of an RCAF book! All the action re. Canadians in Bomber Command, Coastal Command and on 
misc. similar duties. The great aircraft & squadrons. From Anson to Whitley, Beaufort, Sunderland, Lancaster, 
etc. Many personal profiles. A fantastic tribute to a great generation in the RCAF, exactly what CANAV’s critical 
readers demand. Has a general autograph from 2016. Lovely copy. 272pp, 600 photos, hc, lf, photos, gloss, 
biblio, index. $20.00 A  
 

[ ] Aviation in Canada: The Noorduyn Norseman, Vol.1 Milberry and Halliday. Here is one of the 
world’s most in-depth airplane “bios”. From early years in design to WWII. The transition to peace as the 
Norseman makes itself useful with bush, coast and Arctic. Writes Scale Aviation Modeller: “Packed with 
the kind of photographic material you won’t find on the internet. … well-researched and comprehensive”. 
Our readers add: “I like the weaving of anecdotes with the narrative.” “What airplane fan couldn’t love 
it! I’m straining at the chocks for the next installment. An old-time northern pilot puts it this way: “The hi-
lite of my Christmas was the arrival of your magnificent Norseman Vol. I … I am absorbing every 
millimeter of it!”  See our blog for more reviews General autograph from 2014. 232pp, hc, lf, 450+ photos, 
gloss, biblio, index. $18.50 A 

[ ] Our Finest Hour: Canada Fights the Second World War Bercuson. Canada at war 1939-45, all the 
main battles from Hong Kong, Battle of Britain, Bomber Command, Battle of the Atlantic, D-Day, on and 
on. Thorough, in-depth. 506pp, hc, photos, notes, index. New copy. 22.50 A 

[ ] From the Ground Up Based on Sandy MacDonald's famous postwar text book for the aspiring new 
student pilot. An intro to airmanship, theory of flight, weather, navigation, radio, aero engines, etc. 148pp, 
lf, sc, ill. New “Millennium Edition” still in the shrink wrap. A real find! $30.00 A 

[ ] Yesterday We Were in America: Alcock and Brown First to Fly the Atlantic Non-Stop Brendan 
Lynch’s authoritative history opfd the great duo and their astounding 1919 accomplishment. Every 
important detail is here, all the terrors of the flight included. 256pp, hc, photos, boblio, index. 1st ed’n 2009. 
Like new. $17.50 B 

[ ] The Canadair Sabre Milberry. The Canadian-built Sabre with the RCAF, RAF, USAF, Luftwaffe, 
etc. Noted Air Fan, “The aviation literary event of the year.” Air International: "There seems scant 
prospect of a better history." Greece’s aviation monthly Ptisi: "A real oasis for F-86 fans and anyone 
interested in the Golden Years of the 1950s-60s." 372pp, hc, 600+ photos, prod'n & accident lists, maps, 
index, etc. Very nice autographed copy, like new. $18.00 A 



[ ] Ospreys You know this incomparable series of WWI profiles. Most around 80pp, sc, in-depth text, 
all the essential photos. All in very good condition. Each is $14.50 B: Fokker Dr.1 Aces of World 
War I (Franks and VanWyngarden); Sopwith Camel Aces of World War I (Franks); Sopwith Camel 
vs Fokker Dr.1 Western Front 1917-18 (Jon Guttman) 

[ ] RAF Bomber Command in the Second World War: The Hardest Victory Denis Richard. From the 
beginnings of Bomber Command's offensive to the final raid in April 1945. The Ruhr, Hamburg, Berlin, 
"Overlord", all the successes, failures and controversy. Ends with a 50-year retrospective. 394pp, sc, 
photos, maps, chron., gloss., app'x, index. VG. $12.50 B 

[ ] Bomber Command 1939-45 Carter. Excellent photographic history of this great command with 
authoritative text and captions. All the aircraft types and “ops”. 160pp, hc, medium format. Very nice 
copy. $14.50 B 

[ ] Bomber Command 1939-45: Reaping the Whirlwind HarperCollins Y2K ed’n. Another superb 
book by renowned historian Richard Overy. All the basic content that you expect + such a beautiful 
photographic presentation, really superb! 224pg, hc, lf, app’x, biblio, index. $28.50 A 

[ ] The Thousand Plan: The Story of the First Thousand Bomber Raid on Cologne Barker. As it says. 
All the details of this the first of three “Thousand” raids. The planning, operation and aftermath. 260pp, 
sc, photos, app’x, index. Nice copy. $10.00 B 

[ ] Pathfinder Bennett: Airman Extraordinary Bio by A.S. Jackson of the great man who was 
indispensable to Bomber Command and Ferry Command. Pre-war to post-war.  162pp, hc, photos, 
app’x, biblio, index. Like new copy. $21.50 B 

[ ] Pathfinder Force: A History of 8 Group Musgrove. Massive, detailed history of RAF PPF. 302pp, 
hc, photos, maps, dias, app’x, gloss, index. Fine copy. $18.50 B 

[ ] Hamish; The Memoirs of Group Captain T.G. Mahaddie, DSO, DFC, AFC, The Story of a 
Pathfinder. The great man from his WWI years, through the RAF’s interwar years into his early days 
in Bomber Command, Pathfinding from early 1943. 166pp, hc, photos, app’x, index. Very nice copy. 
$17.50 B 

[ ] In Brave Company Chorley & Benwell. Renowned history of 158 Squadron, famous for its Halifax 
“Friday the 13th”.  Signed by its skipper F/L “Doc” Gordon, RCAF.. 304pp, hc, photos. Nice copy. 
$40.00 B 

[ ]  In Brave Company Chorley & Benwell. Ditto except softcover 172pp. Nice copy. Signed author 
Benwell. $16.00 B 

[ ]  In Brave Company Chorley & Benwell. Ditto except softcover 172pp. Nice copy. Unsigned. $12.00 
B 



[ ] Barnes Wallis’ Bombs: Tallboy, Dambuster & Grand Slam Stephen Flower’s in-depth 2002 history 
of these seminal RAF Bomber Command weapons of WWII. Development, testing, operations. All the 
great highlights such as the Dams Raid. Hardcore RAF history! 418pp, hc, photos, many diagrams, 
gloss, app’x, index Like new. $24.50 A 

[ ] Barnes Wallis Dambuster Pugh The detailed story once again, very solid history from his youth, 
his role with the R.100 airship, geodetic design as in the Wellington, on to the Dams “skipping bomb”. 
200pp, photos, biblio, index. $14.50 B 

[ ] The Bomber Command War Diaries: An Operational Reference Book 1939-1945 Martin Middlebrook’s 
incomparable record of every Bomber Command operation of WWII. Indispensible for understanding the air war 
over Europe. A book that you will use time and time again, you’ll never part with it!. 804 pp, softcover, photos, 
index. Nice copy, 1996 ed’n. $40.00 A 
 
[ ] Aircrew Memories Personal reminiscences of some 60 RCAF WWII aircrew. A real gem of a 
book, every aspect of the air war is included. This copy signed by “Doc” Gordon, skipper of Halifax 
“Friday the 13th”. Also includes two letters from “Doc” ref. the history of his famous Halifax. 424pp, 
hc, photos. New. $40.00 B 
 
[ ] Aircrew Memories ditto but no inclusions. $24.00 B  
 
[ ] Amazing Airmen: Canadian Flyers in the Second World War Ian Darling’s very good 2009 
compendium featuring dozens of these fine fellows in various commands flying and and foixing all 
the aircraft types. Solid stuff! 256pp, sc, photos, biblio, index. Very nice copy $14.50 B  
 
[ ] Listen to Us: Aircraft Memories Another such compendium this one by the Aircrew Association 
of Canada (now defunct). Many aircrew previously not included in anyone’s book. Really a gem of a 
book! 444pp, sc, very nice copy. $17.50 B 
 
[ ] Famous Bombers of the Second World War  Vol.1 1959. William Green’s essential title, this 
volume covering such types in fine detail as the He.111, B-17, Ju.87, Wellington, Ju.88, Liberator, 
Mosquito, Lancaster. 134 pp, lf, hc, photos. Very nice copy $14.00 A 
 
[ ] Famous Bombers of the Second World War Vol.2 1960. Green. This volume covering such types 
in fine detail as the Ar-234, B-29, Blenheim, Halifax, Hampden, He.177, Stirling and Whitley. 130 
pp, lf, hc, photos. Very nice copy $14.00 A 
 
[ ] Halifax: An Illustrated History of a Classic World War II Bomber K.A. Merrick’s superb history 
(1980 Ian Allan). Pretty well ditto ref. the above. Lovely copy.224 pp, hc, photos, app’x. $22.50 A 
 
[ ] The Handley Page Halifax K.A. Merrick’s 1990 version of his Halifax history by Astob 
Publications. 232pp, hc, medium format, photos galore, app’x. Lovely book, very nice copy. $16.50 
A 



 
[ ] Handley Page Halifax Stachiw & Tattersall. From the “In Canadian Service” series. Beautifully 
dome profile covering all the essential history of the Halifax + the specs, then a focus on all the 
RCAF squadrons the flew the Halifax in WWII. 128 pages softcover, photos galore, colour profiles. 
Very nice copy. $18.00 B 
 
[ ] Halifax NA337 Restoration Project Bill Tytula. About NA337 as recovered from a Norwegian 
lake and beautifully restored over many years at the RCAF Museum in Trenton, Ontario. Now on 
magnificent show at the museum. 100 page narrative with many of the technical details. Cerlox-
bound 8x10 format. Very nice, rare collector item. This is more of a “scrapbook” of ramblings about 
the Halifax, its uses and equipment, not so much about actually restoring NA337. Nonetheless, it’s a 
very rare publication. $60.00 A 
 
[ ] Halifax Squadrons of World War 2 Jon Lake’s important 1999 Osprey. 112 pp, sc, photos, 
profiles, line drawings. As it says – all the operating units. 112pp, sc, biblio. Like new, a real find for 
any fan! Includes the autograph on a separate page from Lloyd Wright, who worked on the Halifax 
restoration at Trenton, Ontario. $16.50 B 
 
[ ] Halifax and Wellington at War Excellent 1980s Rapier/Bowyer history of these magnificent 
bombers. 256pp, hc, lf, photos, biblio. Very nice copy $15.00 A 
 
[ ] Raider: The Halifax and Its Flyers Jones. Wonderful “biography” of the great HP Halifax. All 
the essentials, the “Halley’s” many roles, the aircrew who loved it!  240pp, photos, app’x, index. 
$16.00 B 
 
[ ] Handley Page Halifax Portfolio From the Brooklands Aircraft Portfolio series. Text and many 
photos, 70 pp. Nice 1987 copy mainly comprising old articles from The Aeroplane magazine. $20.00 
all-in 
 
[ ] Handley Page Alan Dowsett’s nice general 1999 history of the company from the “Images of 
Aviation” series. Worthwhile item for any fan’s library. 128pp, sc, many photos from pre-WWI to 
modern times with the Victor and Jetstream. Nice clean copy $14.50 B 
 
[ ] From Hull, Hell and Halifax: An Illustrated History of No.4 Group 1937-1948 Chris Blanchett’s 
amazing history of this seminal RAF Bomber Command group. From pre-war with the Whitley, 
through to war’s end with the Halifax. All the ops. All the gen + wonderful photos galore, app’x of 
tail markings, etc. Lovely new copy. $35.00 A 
 
[ ] Lancaster: The Story of a Famous Bomber Robertson. Harleyford (1965). The first great 
Lancaster book and still revered by the cognisceni. 216pp, hc, lf, photos, 3-views, diagrams, gloss, 
index. Very nice copy. $37.50 A 
 



[ ] Lancaster: A Bombing Legend Lovely 1993 Osprey telling the story in glorious colour photos and 
text of the CWHM Lancaster FM213 “The Mynarski Lanc”. 96pp, hc, to be treasured! New copy. 
$20.00 B 
 
[ ] Legend of the Lancaster Harry Holmes’ wonderful overview of the great bomber From Airlife’s 
“Combat Legend” series (2002). All the fundamentals are here in this lovely production. 96pp, sc, 
photos, 3-views, C-profiles. Like new. $17.50 B 
 
[ ] Lancaster Garbett & Goulding. Another authoritative book covering the magnificent Lancaster 
from concept to wartime “ops”. 304pp, lf, hc, photos galore. $18.00 A 
 
[ ] Lancaster at War Garbett & Goulding. Similar to the above, package up differently at 144 pp, lf, 
hc, photos. $16.00 A 
 
[ ] Lancaster at War: Fifty Years On Garbett & Goulding. Here we go again … yet another excellent 
take on this theme with some worthwhile updates including 2 pages about Canadian Lancaster 
survivors. Ian Allen 1995 edition. 162 pp, lf, hc, photos. $16.00 A 
 
[ ] The Lancaster Story Peter Jacobs. Yet another major book. Silverdale Books 2002. This one is 
also one of the real beauties, so finely produced and nothing in it to disappoint. The whole story as 
you’d expect. 192pp, hc, lf, photos galore, app’x, chronology, index. $32.00 A 
 
[ ] Just Jane: Two Farmers & A Lancaster Walton. The story in detail of Lancaster NX211 in the 
UK, how it was saved and today is almost restored to flying condition. 108pp, sc, lf, photos $16.50 A 
 
[ ] Ghosts of Targets Past: The Lives and Losses of a Lancaster Crew in 1944-45 Philip Gray's 
renowned 1995 Bomber Command memoir (186 Sqn). 182pp, sc, photos, gloss, app'x, index. Autogr. 
by author. Very nice copy. $14.50 B 
 
[ ] Battle of Britain Memorial Flight BBMF 2008 ed’n. All about this glorious RAF unit with its 
Spitfire, Hurricane and Lancaster all in flying condition. Many fine photos. 2008’s members – pilots, 
other air + groundcrew. Lovely 50-page production. $18.00 all-in 
 
[ ] The Dam Busters John Sweetman’s classic 1982 history. 1990 MBI ed’n. 218pp, hc, photos, 
maps, app’x, index. Very nice copy. $16.50 B 
 
[ ] The Dam Busters John Sweetman’s classic DITTO but softcover, new copy $12.50 B 
 
[ ] Enemy Coast Ahead Uncensored The legendary Guy Gibson, VC, CO of 617 Sqn tells his 1946 
story of the great raid that he led, 288pp, sc, photos, index. Like new copy. 2017 Crécy reprint. 
$16.50 B 
 



[ ] Dambusters The RAF’s Most Famous Raid Special ed’n of The Aeroplane magazine May 2003.  
Very worthwhile issue. $15.00 all-in 
 
[ ] The Dam Busters Raid John Sweetman, subsequent softcover 2002 Cassell press ed’n. 314pp, sc, 
photos, maps, app’x, index. Very nice copy. $9.50 B 
 
[ ] To the Dams and Back Page. Authoritative 56-page summary of the Dams raids. Photos, 
diagrams, maps, biblio. The story from planning to summary. Nice new copy. $16.00 all-in 
 
[ ] The Dams Raid Through the Lens Helmuth Euler’s magnificent book covering everything about 
the raid in words but especially photos, so many of which are new to anyone’s Dams book. From the 
“After the Battle” series 2001. From the building of the dams to Barnes Wallis’ inventions and trials. 
Modifying the Lancasters, training the 617 Sqn crews. Each crew’s role and particular mission for 
better or worse, all the details. Many maps, all about the dams’ defences, many post-attack photos, 
aircrews final resting places if lost. Retrospective. Amazingly important book. 240pp, lf, hc, index. 
New copy. $30.00 A 
 
[ ] Lancaster and the Tirpitz: The Story of the Legendary Bomber and How It Sunk the Biggest 
Battleship Ivenson As it says. 617 Sqn takes on the Tirpitz and finally does the job. One of the great 
individual bombing challenges of WWII. 256pp, hc, 25 chapters, photos, app’x, biblio, index. New 
copy. $30.00 B 
 
[ ] Tirpitz: The Life and Death of Germany's Last Super Battleship Zetterling & Tamelander. The 
great ship on the prowl, victories, Norway, final demise at 617’s hands. Fresh 2009 look at this great 
episode. 340pp, hc, app'x, biblio. $32.95  Like new copy. $16.50 B  
 
[ ] Bomber Offensive Marshal of the RAF Sir Arthur Harris’ own story of Bomber Command in 
WWII and all the pros and cons. This copy autographed by F/L “Doc” Gordon the RCAF skipper of 
Halifac “Friday the 13th”. 288pp, photos, index. Very nice 1990 ed’n of Harris’ 1947 book. $18.80 B 
 
[ ] Bomber Harris: His Life & Times Henry Probert's bio of the great man who drove Bomber 
Command through the war. 432pp, hc, photos, index. New copy $17.50 B 
 
[ ] The Story of Sir Arthur Harris: Bomber Harris Saward. The authorized bio. 348pp, hc, photos, 
maps, index. Nice copy, imperfect half title page. $16.50 B 
 
[ ] PBY The Catalina Flying Boat Roscoe Creed’s revered history of this legendary design. Pre-
WWII then all the wartime action with all operators of the flying boat and amphibious versions. 
Much solid post-WWII coverage as well up to the waterbomber era. 350pp, hc, photos, line drawings, 
notes, biblio, app’x, notes, index. Very nice copy $22.50 B 
 



[ ] Flying Boat: The History of 262 Squadron RAF and the Origins of 35 Squadron SAAF Ivan 
Spring's superb 1995 history of the PBY & Sunderland in South African service. All the wartime 
action. 174 pages sc, 6.5x9.5 inch format, photos, app’x, index. Rare book, nice copy. $50.00 B 
 
[ ] The Strike Wings: Special Anti-Shipping Squadrons 1942-1945 Nesbit. All the sqns (Hampden, 
Hudson, Beaufighters, Mosquitos, etc.) All about this important and extra dangerous specialty. The 
usual targets, the many raids pro and con. Many of the participants RCAF 404 Sqn included. 288pp, 
sc, photos, maps, dias, app’x, index. Very nice copy. $18.50 B 
 
[ ] Colditz: The Full Story Reid. History of this infamous German “lock up” for unruly WWII POWs 
(Canadians included) as told by inmate Reid himself. 346pp, hc, photos, app’x incl. inmates lists 
(Canadians were there), index. Nice used copy. 1984 Macmillan ed’n. $14.00 B 
 
[ ] Escape from Colditz Reid. All the details of the amazing escapes and escape attempts from this 
high-security German POW lock-up.  Super in detail and drama. Combines The Colditz Story with 
The Men of Colditz. Nice used copy. 1953 ed’n. 622 pp, hc, photos. Nice copy, no dust jacket. $15.00 
B 
 
[ ] Last of the Gladiators: A World War II Bomber Navigator’s Story RCAF navigator Ray Silver 
recounts his story in detail, from training to ops to evading and POW camp. Postwar reunions, etc. A 
top Canadian Bomber Command memoir. 192pp, hc, photos, index. Autographed by author. Very nice 
copy 1995 Airlife ed’n. $18.50 B 
 
[ ] The Stirling Bomber Bowyer. One of the classic histories of this great RAF “heavy”. All the 
essential “gen” 226pp, hc, photos, app’x, index. Lovely copy. $26.50 B 
 
[ ] The Stirling Story Bowyer If you wish 2 or 3 times what the above book offers, this is the one! 
408 pp, hc, photos, dia, full production list, index. New copy. $38.00 A  
 
[ ] Stirling Wings: The Short Stirling Goes to War Falconer In-depth history ofdthis great, under-
rated bomber. 216pp, sc, photos, app’v, gloss, index. Very nice copy. $21.50 B 
 
[ ] Short Stirling Remembered From the “Wingspan” series. Impressive 18-page profile with 
facts and photos. Very nice 1974 copy. $20.00 all-in 
 
[ ] Wingspan of Sept. 1990 Excellent 64-page ed’n. Nice copy. $20.00 all-in 
 
[ ] Battle of Britain From the superb Arms & Armour 1990 series. By the great BoB historian Alfred 
Price. A wonderful, authoritative production. 96pp, sc, lf. Choice photos, maps, artwork, lists, biblio. 
Nice copy. $16.50 B 
 



[ ] Battle of Britain: The Hardest Day 18 August 1940 Alfred Price's acclaimed title (1990 ed'n). 
Sqns, a/c and men on both sides, their plans for the day and how it all worked out. Essential reading 
for the air warfare bibliophile! 262pp, sc, photos, maps, app'x, index. New copy. $12.50 B 
 
[ ] Battle of Britain Aircraft: Detailed Instructions on Modelling Twelve 1:72 Scale Models from 
the Classic Conflict Argus Books 1990 ed’n. As it says, 72 into-packed pages Hurricane, Spitfire, 
Me,109, Ju.87, etc. Solid tech info for the modeller + photos, C-profiles, line drawings, exploded 
views, etc. Nice copy. $18.00 all-in 
 
[ ] Duel of Eagles The great Battle of Britain pilot Peter Townsend’s own 1970 story of the great 
battle (1991 Presidio ed’n). 454pp, photos, app’x, index. Like new copy. $21.50 B 
 
[ ] Gun Button to Fire: A Hurricane Pilot’s Dramatic Story of the Battle of Britain Tom Neil (13 
victories) tells his story in one of the revered BoB personal memoirs. Very detailed, eye-opening. 
284pp, hc, photos, map, logbook pages. New copy. $35.00 B 
 
[ ] Spitfire Summer: When Britain Stood Alone Malcolm Brown’s excellent look at the Battle of 
Britain through the eyes of the RAF and civvies who were there. 206pp, hc, photos, chronology, 
biblio, index. Like new. $16.50 B  
 
[ ] The Battle of Britain John Frayne’s1998 Airlife book. Each author has a different approach 
depending on his era, experience as a historian, guidance from his publisher, etc. Serious bibliophiles 
want them all ! This one stands up well. 176pp, medium format, photos, index. New copy. $15.00 A 
 
[ ] Eagles High: The Battle of Britain 50th Anniversary Peter North’s important retrospective. All 
the background, the battle in detail, the people & planes, both sides. Beautifully illustrated with 
wonderful artwork. 126pp, hc, gloss, biblio. Fine copy. $15.00 B 
 
[ ] The Battle of Britain  Moore. Wonderful extra-large-format 2010 book in conjunction with 
Osprey & the Imperial War Museum. A stunningly gorgeous book. All the great and infamous 
personalities, all the aircraft and operations. Lovely copy. 200pp, hc, lf, photos, art, maps, app’x, 
biblio, index. $25.00 A 
 
[ ] Battle of Britain Len Deighton’s revered 1979 history. 224pp, hc, photos, maps, artwork, biblio, 
index. Like new copy. $18.50 B 
 
[ ] The Battle of Britain: The Jubilee History Hough & Richards. As it says, huge retrospective. 
412pp, hc, photos, map, app’x, index. Very nice copy. $16.50A 
 
[ ] Bader’s Last Flight: An In-Depth Investigation of a Great WWII Mystery Saunders. As it says… 
who shot down Bader? The Luftwaffe? Friendly Fire? Authoritative analysis. 160pp, hc, photos, map, 
app’x, index. Rare copy, like new 
. $35.00 B 



 
[ ] Spitfire Aces of Northwest Europe 1944-45 Superb Osprey by Andy Thomas. 98pp, sc, photos, C-
profiles, app’x, index. Like new copy. $12.50 B 
 
[ ] Fighter: The True Story of the Battle of Britain Len Deighton’s book updated to 1990. 260pp, hc, 
photos, maps, biblio, index. Like new copy. $16.50 B 
 
[ ] Fighter: The True Story of the Battle of Britain Ditto but softcover ed’n. Nice copy $13.50 B 
 
[ ] The Splendid Hundred Arthur Bishop's coverage of Canadians in the Battle of Britain. Very useful 
compendium. 170 pp, sc, ill, app’x. Like new. $15.00 
 
[ ] Wing Leader: Top Scoring Allied Fighter Pilot of World War II Autobio of the great RAF ace 
A/V/M/ Johnnie Johnson. The great man’s full story from his youth through the war. One of the most 
widely read Spitfire books ever. Many RCAF references. 320pp, hc, photos, index. New copy, Y2K 
Stoddard ed’n. $17.50 B 
 
[ ] Johnnie Johnson Spitfire Top Gun Part I Sarkar 2002. Covers July 9, 1942 to September 9, 
1943. 210pp, hc, photos. All the action in these months based on Johnson’s logbook, the ORBs 
interviews. Very fine copy. $25.00 B 
 
[ ] Lucky 13 Hugh Godefroy’s revered 1983 autobio. His tremendous career on Spitfires. 401 & 403 
Sqns, 127 Wing, etc. Hugh was one of the RCAF’s top Spitfire men, later a medical doctor, died in 
his 80s when his private Bonanza crashed. Lovely 1st ed’n hardcover. 274pp, hc, photos. $18.00 B 
 
[ ] War Pilot of Orange  Autobio by Bob Vanderstok, a Dutchman on RAF 41 Squadron. Shot down, 
he ends a POW in Luft III. He’s one of the 76 in “The Great Escape”. Of those, all but 3 were 
recaptured and 50 executed. Vanderstok was one of only 3 who made good in this escape. Important 
book, much of POW life. 200pp, sc, photos, glossary. Like new, rare item, $100 to $200 on the web. 
$50.00 B 
 
[ ] Battle for the Skies: From Europe to the Pacific World War II Aces Tell Their Stories Paterson. 
Dozens of Allied/Axis aces tell their stories. From the Battle of Britain, through the ETO, Russian 
Front, Pacific, etc. Many RCAF men. Superb book. Like new copy. 240pp, hc, photos, app’x, index. 
$17.50 B 
 
[ ] Stalag Luft II: The Secret Story of The Great Escape Durand. As it says. Based on original 
documents. This camp of 10,000 POWs was infamous fro its tunnelling, culminating in the esacpe of 
76 men on one night. Scholarly book. 412pp, sc, app’x, biblio, index. Nice copy. $14.50 B 
 



[ ] Spitfire: The Story of a Famous Fighter Bruce Robertson’s classic 1961 Harleyford. Essential to 
the basic WWII aviation library.  216pp, hc, lf, photos, 3-views, profiles, specs for all the marks, etc. 
Nice copy for its 60+ years. $27.50 A 
 
[ ] Spitfire The Story The great Alfred Price treatment of the same great history, absolutely a lovely 
book with everything the reader would expect. 256pp, hc, lf, photos galore, colour 5-views, just a 
beauty. Includes  (p.281) a 681 Sqn Spitfire pilot’s original autograph. Very nice copy $23.50 A 
 
[ ] Spitfire The Story Ditto except sc softcover. Excellent copy. $18.50 A 
 
[ ]  Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IIa for Revell’s 1:32 kit. The modellers will know the importance of 
this lovely, super-illustrated, 48-pager by James Hatch.  Wonderful, encapsulated history, then into 
the details of building the kit. $22.00 all-in 
 
[ ] Typhoon Attack Norman Franks. Get to know the mighty Typhoon, one of the best Typhoon 
books. Here in 256 pages is the compact history of an astounding airplane and the equally astounding 
young men who braved its challenges in crushing the Nazi war machine in Normandy, then on across 
the Rhine. Much Canadian content. Hardcover, photos, map, index. Like new copy. $18.00 B 
 
[ ] The Day of the Typhoon: Flying with the RAF Tankbusters in Normandy Golley (1986). 
Rocket-firing Typhoons of 245 Sqn in action, all described by one of the pilots. A-1. 216pp, hc, 
photos, app'x, biblio. Very nice copy. $19.50 B 
 
[ ] Knights of the Skies: Armour Protection for British Fighting Aeroplanes Fox. How this 
developed from WWI, into the interwar years then WWII. All the problems and ideas/solutions from 
the boffins. Special coverage of such types as the Battle, Blenheim and Hurricane. Analysis of what 
the enemy was doing in the field e.g. Ju.87. 298pp, sc, photos, dias, sources, index. Like new copy. 
$30.00 B 
 
[ ] R.A.F. Kenley Peter Flint’s superb history of this great RAF station. Established in 1917, Kenley 
served especially in the early days of WWII and the Battle of Britain. Thefirst 40+ pages cover WWI 
and the interwar years. Then comes the Battle of Britain and all the other historic WWII stages. All 
the fighters from Gladiator to Spitfire. 180pp, hc, photos, map, app’x with all the sqns incl. several 
RCAF, index. Lovely copy autographed by W/C Johnnie Johnson, a Kenley old boy.  Collector copy.  
$75.00 B 
 
[ ] Yorkshire Airfields in the Second World War Otter. As it says, each field (Yorkshire was home to 
RCAF 6 Group Bomber Command). Each field’s history mainly in WWII but also to the present. 
218pp, sc, photos, biblio, index. Very nice copy. $12.50 B 
 
[ ] Suffolk Airfields in the Second World War Smith. Ditto 288pp, sc $12.50 B 
 



[ ] Action Stations: Military Airfields of Cambridge Bowyer Same approach as the above, smaller 
format 168pp, sc. Nice copy $9.50 B 
 
[ ] 1st Air Division 8th Air Force USAAF 1942-45 Flying Fortress Squadrons of Cambridgeshire, 
Bedfordshire, Essex, Hertfordshire & Northhamptonshire Bowman. Each of these many bases well 
described in text & photos. 176pp, sc, gloss, index. Fine copy. $15.00 B 
 
[ ] 2nd Air Division 8th Air Force USAAF Liberator Squadrons in Norfolk and Suffolk Bowman. 
Ditto the above. 196pp, sc. $15.00 B 
 
[ ] World War II RAF Airfields in Norfolk Bowman. Ditto the above. 168pp, sc, photos, app’x, 
biblio, Nice copy. $15.00 B 
 
[ ] Into Thin Air: The Story of a Bomber Station at War RAF Woodhall Spa 1941-1945 Nigel Press 
Superb history off a great station where many RCAF and CAN/RAF served/flew in WWII. All the 
sqns (esp. No.617) there with their dates, CO’s. Very nice copy of this very rare book.254pp, sc, 
photos. $40.00 B 
 
[ ] Royal Air Force Handbook 1939-1945 Bowyer. As it says, whatever one needed to know whist 
serving in the RAF in WWII. 128pp, hc, photos, maps, chronology. Aircrew, groundcrew info, all the 
commands, etc. Nice copy. $15.00 B  
 
[ ] Luftwaffe Handbook 1939-1945 Alfred Price. Pretty well the same idea as the above. 110pp, hc, 
photos, ill. Very nice copy. $19.50 B 
 
[ ] Gabby: A Fighter Pilot’s Life The great US fighter ace Francis Gabreski’s own story from 
boyhood through his years flying the  in WWII, the F-86 in Korea, and F-100 and F-101 in later 
years. 174pp, hc, lf, photos, C-profiles, biblio,  index. Very nice copy $40.00 A 
 
[ ] Zemke’s Wolfpack: The 56th Fighter Group in World War II Hess. The renowned P-47 group 
throughout the UK and ETO. Named for group commander Hubert Zemke and with Gabreski as a 
sqn cmdr. All the details based on sqn records, combat reports, interviews. All the work done, all the 
aces, etc. 192pp, sc softcover, lf, photos, app’x, index. Like new. $30.00 A 
 
[ ] Zemke’s Wolfpack: The 56th Fighter Group in World War II Hess. Ditto except a very nice 
hardcover. $35.00 A 
 
[ ] Zemke’s Stalag: The Final Days of World War II Zemke & Freeman. Shot down late in the war, 
Zemke sojourns in Stalag Luft I. He describes this “inconvenience’ in detail until liberated by the 
Russians. 148pp, hc, photos, maps, index. Fine copy. $21.50 B  
 



[ ] P-51 Mustang Aces Hess & Ivie. Covers 55 US P-51 aces. Photos of the fellows and their planes 
and all about each man and his victories. MBI 1992 ed’n. Very nice copy with autographs of 15 P-51 
aces Robin Olds included 192 pp, lf, sc, app’x, index. $150.00 A 
 
[ ] The Mustang Story Delve. The full story, development of all the versions, all the tech gen, their 
wartime uses in many conflicts. All the nations using the P-51. 216pp, hc, lfd. Like new copy, major 
source book. $24.50 B 
 
[ ] Combat Profile Mustang: The P-51 Mustang in World War 2 By the great Roger Freeman. 80-
page 1989 MBI publication. Nice condition. $25.00 all-in 
 
[ ] P-51 Mustang In Color Photos from World War II to Korea. Another olvely Jeff Ethell profile. 
Astoundingly interesting photos, even include one of an RCAF Mustang! A joy of a book and a rarity. 
$35.00 all-in 
 
[ ]  Hunters in the Sky: Fighter Aces of WWII Whelan. A very serious volume covering this key 
topic. Aces of all nations in detailed profiles. All the fighter types as well and how each performed. 
Fine copy, will not disappoint. 318pp, hc, photos, index.  $18.50 A 
 
[ ] Sydney Camm and the Hurricane: Perspectives on the Master Fighter Designer and His Finest 
Achievement Fozard. Camm’s life from boyhood, how he got into aviation, then advanced at Hawker 
to lead in Hurricane design and development. Such later projects as the Harrier. 259pp, hc, lf, photos, 
dias. Very nice copy $24.00 A 
 
[ ] Hurricane Salute Special issue of Flypast. Glorious coverage in words and photos. 98 pp, very 
nice copy. $18.00 all-in 
 
[ ] Famous Fighters of the Second World War William Green’s renowned history. 10 in-depth 
profiles 1967 ed’n includes Me.109, Me.110, Me.163, Hurricane, Spitfire, P-38, P-40, P-47, Zero, 
Beaufighter, etc. .128pp, hc, lf, photos, line drawings. Macdonald series. Very nice copy but no dust 
jacket.  $15.00 A 
 
[ ] Typhoon and Tempest at War Reed & Beaumont. Wonderful production, the story in detail of 
these legendary WWII fighters. Beaumont of course is “the” authority for their history. 276pp, hc, lf, 
photos, map, line drawings, cutaways, it’s all here. Complements Typhoon and Tempest: The 
Canadian Story. Nice copy $22.50 A 
 
[ ] Typhoon and Tempest: The Canadian Story Halliday. Canadians fight and die flying the amazing 
Typhoon and Tempest on the most dangerous of operations. Writes the Calgary Herald: "A splendid 
book ... pure history but … thoroughly readable... the book's backbone is made up of those who 
climbed into the cockpits to dodge flak and telephone wires while taking out trains and tanks." 300 



photos, app’x, maps, lists of aircraft, sqns, casualties, index. 208 pp, hc. Collector item. New Copy 
$60.00 A 
 
[ ] Mosquito Sharp & Bowyer The quintessential Mossie history, this lovely copy autographed by 
RCAF Mossie ace Russ Bannock. Everything about the Mossie, its development, production and use. 
All the key operations in all the theatres. 494pp, hc, photos, maps, foldouts, charts, app’x, index. Very 
nice copy 1967 Faber ed’n $40.00 A 
 
[ ] The Men Who Flew the Mosquito Martin superb history, all the many “Mossie” types of 
operations. Crews from across the Commonwealth, their missions, achievements and heroics. 224pp, 
hc, photos, index. New copy. $22.50 B 
 
[ ] The Men Who Flew the Mosquito Ditto except softcover had a small bump on one corner $16.50 
B 
 
[ ] The Men Who Flew the Mosquito Ditto except this softcover ed’n has a small bump on one 
corner $13.50 B 
 
[ ] Wings of Night: The Secret Missions of Group Captain Pickard, DSO and two Bars, DFC 
Alexander Hamilton’s superb bio of this renowned SOE pilot. Pickard’s early bomber ops, then his 
involvement in Bruneval and Amiens, two off the war’s most heralded SOE operations. Pickard’s 
death and aftermath. 206pp, photos, app’x index. New copy. $26.50 B 
 
[ ] And the Walls Came Tumbling Down Fishman The full story of Op Jericho (Feb. 1944) where 
low-flying Mosquitos struck the Amiens prison housing special POWs allowing some 700 to escape 
the Gestapo. 448pp, hc, photos, map, biblio, index. Very nice copy, 1st ed’n 1982. $24.50 A 
 
[ ] British Aircraft of World War II Turner. Type after important type in b/w & colour photos + bags 
of historic and technical “gen”. 144pp, medium format, index. Fine, worthwhile copy. $13.50 B 
 
[ ] Eyes of the RAF: A History of Photo-Reconnaissance Nesbit. Full coverage from pre-WWI to 
everything about “Corps” aviation in WWI with all the famed 2-seaters (R.E.8, etc.) _+ how the 
camera evolved. Interwar developments then the whole scene 1939-45 in every RAF theatre of 
action. Then … the Cold War with the coming of the Canberra, on to recent times (Tornado, E-3, etc.) 
334pp, hc, medium format, biblio, app’x, index. New copy. $26.50 A 
 
[ ] Flying Wartime Aircraft: ATA Ferry Pilots’ Handling Notes for Seven World War II Aircraft 
Bergel As it says. The basic, simple pilot handling notes by which Air Transport Auxiliary pilots flew 
1000s of aircraft around the UK often with little experience on type. Includes Hurricane, Aircobra, 
Typhoon, Mosquito, Beaufighter, Wellington and Liberator. Nice, rare copy 1972 ed’n 192pp, hc, 
photos, dias. $28.50 B 
 



[ ] Pilot Training Manual for the Flying Fortress B-17 USAAF wartime publication, modern re-
print. Just as you’d expect from such a tech document. Everything about flying and fixing a B-17. 
206pp, lf, sc, loaded with tech illustrations. Nice copy. $20.00 A 
 
[ ] B-17 Flying Fortress Isby. Very nice general coverage from Janes incl. 3-view colour foldout. 
96pp, hc, lf, photos, dias. Like new. $13.50 A 
 
[ ] Raiders of the Reich: Air Battle Western Europe 1942-45 Bowman and Boiten. Very detailed 
coverage by Bomber Command and the USAAF at work. All the Allied bombers clashing with the 
Luftwaffe day and night. The huge losses and the ultimate Allied success. The German aces at work. 
The view from both sides, many personal stories along with the big picture. 224pp, hc, photos, biblio, 
gloss, index. Like new copy. $22.50 B 
 
[ ] Classic World War II Aircraft Cutaways The great Bill Gunston’s superb, large-format book with 
foldout after foldout of gorgeous cutaways -- Blenheim, Gladiator, Hurricane, Spitfire, Halifax, 
Stirling, Lancaster, on and on. Serious text for each type shown. A real treasure of a book. 152pp, hc, 
lf, photos as well. Like new. $25.00 A 
 
[ ] One Night in June Shannon & Wright. Detailed history of Op Tonga, first stage of the Airborne 
assault on Normandy June 5/6 1944 as told by such participants as the glider pilots (89 gliders took 
part), paratroops, pathfinders, tug pilots. All the action including the Merville Battery and Orne River 
bridge, role of the Resistance. 208pp, hc, photos, map, app’x, biblio, index. Like new copy. $15.00 B 
 
[ ] The Arsenal of Democracy: FDR, Detroit and an Epic Quest to Arm an American at War 
Baime. In-depth history of how Detroit (Ford) manufactured 1000s of B-24 Liberator bombers. How 
it all came about, the enmity between Henry Ford and FDR, the amazing labour force, the great 
organization, etc. 364pp, hc, photos, index. Like new. $17.50 B 
 
[ ] The B-24 Liberator Birdsall From the ARCO “Famous Aircraft Series” 1968. Magnificent 68-
page profile with all the basic info and many important photos. Nice copy. $18.00 all-in 
 
[ ] The B-17 Flying Fortress  Birdsall From the ARCO “Famous Aircraft Series” 1965. 65-page 
profile with all the basic info and many important photos. Nice copy. $18.00 all-in 
 
[ ] Douglas DC-3 Morgan From the ARCO “Famous Aircraft Series” 1964. Magnificent 60-page 
profile with all the basic info and many important photos. Nice copy. $18.00 all-in 
 
[ ] The Messerschmitt 109 A Famous German Fighter The classic1963 Harleyford ed’n. Anyone’s 
place to start to know the full story of this famous fighter. 184pp, hc, lf, photos, drawings, lovely 3-
views and C-profiles, app’x, gloss, index. Very nice copy. $35.00 A 
 



[ ] Messerschmitt Bf109 F, G & K Series: An Illustrated Study Prien & Rodeike. A magnificent 
book, to be treasured. 208pp, hc, lf, photos, drawings by the 100s incl. many colour wartime photos. 
New copy. $55.00 A 
 
[ ] Messerschmitt Me.262 Arrow of the Future Thorough history of the great and controversial 
Luftwaffe jet by Walter Boyne of the Nat’l Air & Space Museum. Beautiful book with the whole 
basic story. Wonderful photos, diagrams, thorough text. Very nice copy. Autographed to Me.262 
aficionado Ken Bokelman. Includes a letter from the author to Ken. 188pp, hc, photos, drawings, 
app’x, biblio. Special copy, very nice. $35.00 A 
 
[ ]  The Final Hours: Johnnes Steinhoff A German Jet Pilot Plots Against Goering. The legendary 
pilot’s own story of aerial combat and adapting to the new jet Me.262. His political leanings, 
conspiring to un-do Goering. Steinhoff’s terrible crash. His role in the modern postwar Luftwaffe. 
176pp, hc, photos, index. Very nice copy. $19.50 A 
 
[ ] Adolf Galland: The Authorized Biography David Baker’s detailed 1996 history of the great 
Luftwaffe ace. 316pp, hc, photos, index Like new copy. $24.40 B 
 
[ ] Fighter General: The Life of Adolf Galland The Official Biography Toliver and Constable Major 
1999 Schiffler publication. 222pp, hc, lf, photos, C-profiles, app’x, gloss, index. Beautifully well-
produced book. New copy. $40.00 A 
 
[ ] The First and the Last Adolf Galland’s bestselling wartime story. His boyhood, then early 
Luftwaffe times in the Condor Legion. Then WWII with all the Luftwaffe’s highs and lows to 1945. 
Galland and the Me.262. 368pp, hc, photos, index. Nice copy but well read. 1955 Methuen ed’n. 
$16.50 B 
 
[ ] The First and the Last Adolf Galland’s bestselling wartime story. Ditto but a lovely 1986 
Champlin Press hardcover, like new. $26.50 B 
 
[ ] The Sky My Kingdom The great German pilot Hanna Reitsch’s memoir. She flew many of the 
Luftwaffe’s WWII aircraft, the Me.163 included, yet survived the war. 226pp, hc, photos. Like new 
copy. 1991 Greenhill ed’n. $17.50 B  
 
[ ] Strategy for Defeat: The Luftwaffe 1933-1945 W. Murray. Highly detailed Y2K book (Eagle 
ed’n) explaining how the mighty Luftwaffe was doomed to ultimate defeat. All the leading people 
and aircraft types, the plans, the victories, the final road to failure. 256pp, hc, lf, photos, charts. One 
of those essential books if studying the Luftwaffe in detail. Very nice copy. $16.50 A 
 
[ ] The Last Year of the Luftwaffe May 1944 to May 1945. Alfred Price. Just as you’d expect. The 
story in immense detail of how the Luftwaffe fought to its last drop of fuel. Detailed coverage of all 
the fighting units and their aircraft. Much about the Me.163 and Me.262. All the obstacles against the 



Luftwaffe, its enduring belief in the impossible.190pp, hc, photos, biblio, index. Like new copy. 
$35.00 B 
 
[ ] Adolf Galland: A Pilot’s Life in War and Peace Held. Top 1986 production from the Champlin 
Museum Press. The great Luftwaffe ace’s life in detail from boyhood to postwar reunions. 180pp, sc, 
solid text, many photos. $20.00 B 
 
[ ] Adolf Galland: A Pilot’s Life in War and Peace Held. Ditto except  hardcover, very nice copy. 
$26.50 B 
 
[ ] Adolf Galland Michulec & Caldwell. Stratus “Blue Series” 2003. Lovely 88-page profile with 
photos, C-profiles, line drawings, solid text. A real collector item. New copy. $35.00 all-in 
 
[ ] The Luftwaffe Fighter Force: The View from the Cockpit Adolf Galland et al. Fascinating study 
of how the Luftwaffe designed its fighter force from the 1930s. Then, immense detail of how the 
pilots fought offensively and defensively, air-to-ground, how they faced each enemy aircraft type in 
air-to-air combat, etc. Input from many Luftwaffe pilots. Many specifics about the Luftwaffe types 
including the exotic Me.163, Me.262, Do.335. 238pp, hc, photos, Like new copy. 1st ed’n 1998. 
$30.00 B  
 
[ ] Night Airwar: Personal Recollections of the Conflict over Europe 1939-45 Theo Boiten 
interviews dozens of men from both sides in the air war. Many compelling firsthand narratives 
involving all the aircraft types from the Beaufighter and Me.110 to the Lancaster and Halifax, Ju.88, 
Me.109, etc. The men, the planes, the nightly duels to the death. Very special book. 240pp, hc, 
photos, gloss, index. $38.50 A 
 
[ ] Messerschmitt Bf 109 In Action Part 1 From the Squadron Signals series. 50pp, journal format. 
Photos, specs, line drawings, C-profiles, complete package. Like new copy. $18.00 all-in 
 
[ ] Messerschmitt Bf 109 In Action Part 2 Ditto (Both $28.00 all-in) 
 
[ ] German Fighter Tactics Against Flying Fortress 27-page copy of the detailed 1943 treatise on 
this subject from the Office of the Assistant Chief of Air Staff, Intelligence. Produced for the benefit 
of B-17 crews facing the Luftwaffe in the air.  Nice xerox copy Also in this package is Luftwaffe 
Gunnery Techniques from the 1979 Valkyrie “Mini Series”. How to shoot down a B-17, etc. 18pp, 
with the essential illustrations for pilots flying an Me.109, etc. against a B-17. Both items $15.00 B  
 
[ ] Messerschmitt Aces Walter Musciano’s 1989 TAB Aero compendium. As it says, massive detail in 
text, photos, line drawings. 218pp, lf, sc, app’x, gloss, index. Very nice copy. $21.50 A 
 



[ ] Aircraft of the Luftwaffe Fighter Ace I: A Chronicle in Photographs As it sayd, a magnificent 
book, top quality in text and photos by Bernd Barbas (1995). 264pp, hc, lf, photos (incl. wartime 
colour), C-profiles. $40.00 A 
 
[ ] Aircraft of the Luftwaffe Fighter Ace II: A Chronicle in Photographs Ditto. $40.00 A 
 
[ ] JG26 Photographic History of the Luftwaffe’s Top Guns D.C. Caldwell. Top-notch history, as it 
says. Chapters cover such themes as Battle of Britain 1940, The Mediterranean 1941, Abbeville 1942, 
D-Day era, camouflage & markings. 168pp, sc, photos, biblio, gloss, index. 1994 MBI ed’n. Lovely 
copy. $40.00 A 
 
[ ] Focke Wulf 190 in Action From this famous series, it’s “In Action” No.19 from 1975. Magnificent 
photos and C-profiles + all the info. 50 pp, lf. Like new. $18.00 all-in 
 
[ ] Wings of the Luftwaffe Brown & Green. Superb general coverage of this fascinating topic. 
Profiles for many types from Ju.87 to Ju.88, Ar.234, Do.217, Me.262, Fw.200, He.162, Fw.189, 
Fw.190, Do.335, Ju.52, He.219, Me.109, Me.163. 176pp, hc, lf, many photos, cutaways, cockpit 
details. Ace of a book. $26.50 A  
 
[ ] The Luftwaffe: Air Organization of the Third Reich Bender. Covers such main topics as 
insignia and colours, uniforms and headgear, armbands, special uniforms. Beautifully-produced 1993 
book with innumerable drawings and photos. 320pp, hc, b/w and colour, biblio. $25.00 B  
 
[ ] Augsburg’s Last Eagles: Colors, Markings and Variants Green & Tullis “Eagle Files No.3” 
2000. A superb history of the many colour schemes and unit markings June 1944 to May 1945. 
Lovely b/w & colour photos + C-profiles. Special book for modellers and general fans. Nice copy. 
80pp, lf, sc, biblio. Like new copy. $30.00 A 
 
[ ] The Luftwaffe 1933-45 Hitler’s Eagles McNab. Another wonderfully-produced yet authoritative 
history. Irresistible. Massive treatment. All the aircraft types in beautifully-present photos + C-
profiles. Other art. 358pp, hc, lf, biblio. 2014 Osprey ed’n. $28.50 A 
 
[ ] Marseille: Star of Africa Nowarra. JWC series 1968. 20-page profile, beautifully illustrated with 
C-profiles included, top coverage of the great Luftwaffe desert ace. Lovely copy $20.00 all-in 
 
[ ] The Blond Knight of Germany: A Biography of Erich Hartmann Toliver and Constable. Well-
produced, in-depth bio of the greatest fighter ace. From boyhood, through the war, as a Soviet POW, 
then postwar in the new Luftwaffe. 332pp, sc, photos, app’x, index. Nice copy $25.00 B 
 
[ ] Luftwaffe Fighter Aces: The Jagdflieger and Their Combat Tactics and Techniques. Superb 
Mike Spick 1996 history, all the tactics, how they developed, the great aces and their planes from the 



Me.109 to the Komet in action. 248pp, hc, photos, dias, app’x, biblio, index. Like new copy. $26.00 
B 
 
[ ] Uniforms and Insignia of the Luftwaffe Vol.1 1933-1940 Davis. As you’d expect – a massive 
treatment with reams of text/detail and endless photos and drawings to get all the info across. 
Magnificent achievement. 256pp, medium format, index. New copy $75.00 A 
 
[ ] German Aircraft of World War II Shepherd, with a word from Galland. As it says. All the types 
with history and specs. Wonderful photos. 144pp, hc, medium format. $13.50 B 
 
[ ] The Red Knight of Germany: The Story of Baron von Richthofen Floyd Gibbons’ in-depth 384-
page hardcover with photos and app’x. Nice 1927 1st ed’n, no dust jacket. $13.50 B 
 
[ ] Hunting with Richthofen von Richtofen’s adjutant Karl Bodenschatz gives the inside story of the 
great ace and his “Flying Circus” over their 16 months together over the front. Very insightful 
publication in translation. 224pp, hc, photos, map, app’x, index. $30.00 B 
 
[ ] The Red Air Fighter Manfred von Richthofen’s own 1917 treatise about air combat (English 
translation). Much about tactics and the aircraft especially his beloved Fokker Triplane. Like new 
copy. 192pp, hc, photos, app’x, index. $16.00 B 
 
[ ] Manfred von Richthofen: The Aircraft, Myths and Accomplishments of the Red Baron “Ace 
Profiles Series” 2009. Miller. Lovely book with all the solid info + top photos and art all beautifully 
put together.96pp, sc, lf. Like new, rare book $300+ on the web. $140.00 A 
 
[ ] The Illustrated Red Baron Kilduff As it says, a top book if collecting on the subject. Wonderful 
photos. 160pp, hc, lf, app’x,biblio, index. Lovely copy. $24.00 A  
 
[ ] Richthofen: Beyond the Legend of the Red Baron Kilduff. Says the flap copy, “This book 
provides the first clear, fully-documented view of Manfred von Richthofen as an air-fighter, 
exemplary leader and an important figure in the development of German fighter units and tactic in the 
First World War.”  256pp, hc, photos, app’x, index. Like new copy. $21.50 B 
 
[ ] The Many Deaths of the Red Baron: The Richthofen Controversy 1918-2000 McGuire A solid 
overview of this enduring story from WWI. Much eyewitness material, all carefully analyzed. 186pp, 
sc, lf, photos, maps, dias, index. Rare book, nice copy $85.00 A  
 
[ ] The Red Baron Combat Wing Kilduff. As it says. The rise and combat history of this great WWI 
German unit. All the aces and aircraft types. All its successes, the losses suffered. 288pp, hc, photos, 
lists, biblio, index. Fine copy. $27.50 A 
 



[ ] Under the Guns of the Red Baron: The Complete Record of Von Richthofen’s Victories and 
Victims Fully Illustrated Norman Franks et al. A landmark 1995 Grub Street publication. As it says 
and many Canadians included. 224pp, lf, hc, photos, original art work, app’x, biblio, index. Fine copy 
of a very special book. $23.50 A 
 
[ ] The Red Baron's Last Flight: The Mystery Investigated Franks & Bennett. The final word on the 
fate of Manfred von Richthofen (until the next such book). On April 21, 1918 he was shot down over 
the front. Canadian pilots W.R. "Wop" May & A. Roy Brown were in on the action, but who fired the 
fatal shot? This study goes about as far as can be in finding a rational answer. 144pp, hc, photos, 
maps, docs, app'x, index. Like new copy. $13.50 B 
 
[ ]  Under the Guns of the German Aces Franks and Giblin. Aces Immelmann, Voss, Goering and 
Lothar von Richthofen. Immensely detailed history of these four top aces and details of many of their 
victories (several Canadians included). 192pp, hc, lf, photos. $27.50 A   
 
[ ] The Mighty Eighth in Color Roger Freeman 1992 ed’n. As it says and likely one of the very best 
WWII aviation books in colour. All the types, combat included. Covers the whole war and into the 
postwar in the bomber boneyards. One you will treasure! 160pp, hc, lf. Very nice copy. $18.50 A 
 
[ ] Aces of the Mighty Eighth by Scutts & Stanaway. As it says, all the aces of the 8th Air Force in the 
Med and ETO in WWII. P-38, P-47, P-51. A serious encyclopedia. Absolutely in-depth treatment. 
286pp, photos, side profiles, diagrams, app’x. Like new. Osprey 2002. Lovely copy. $35.00 A 
 
[ ] The Mighty Eighth in the Second World War Graham Smith’s superb coverage of the same 
important theme but in all its aspects – light & heavy bombers, all the fighters. 300pp, sc, photos, 
app’x, biblio, index. New copy $17.50 B 
 
[ ] The Mighty Eighth: A History of the Units, Men and Machines of the US 8th Air Force Roger 
Freeman’s ultimate book on this topic. You can count on the title to say it simply – this is the book on 
the subject. 310pp, lf, hc, photos, maps, charts, C-profiles, app’x, biblio, index. Very nice copy, 1991 
ed’n $40.00 A 
 
[ ] The Mighty Eighth War Manual Freeman. Complements the above. Everything about the 
organization of the Mighty Eighth, all the airfields, you name it. 320pp, hc, photos, maps, index. 
Lovely copy. $40.00 A   
 
[ ] The US Eighth Air Force in Camera 1942-1944 Bowman. Exceptional photo coverage of the 
“Mighty Eighth” + solid text and captions. The men and the planes, many dramatic action photos – 
definitely a “war is hell” book, exceptional. 184pp, hc, medium format, index. Nice copy but one 
corner slightly bumped. $16.50 A 
 
[ ] The B-17 Flying Fortress Story Roger Freeman’s massive history of one of the greatest-ever 
heavy bombers. All the basic 1930s to modern times. History to begin, then the full production list – 



every B-17 built and what became of it. A masterpiece, 1998 ed’n, lovely copy. $200 to $600 on the 
web, this lovely copy $175.00 A 
 
[ ] B-17 Flying Fortress Jerry Scutts’ excellent all-round 1982 history of the B-17 from the “Classic 
Aircraft “ series. 122pp, sc, excellent text & photos. Finishes with a chapter about modelling the B-
17. A rarity. $25.00 all-in 
 
[ ] Big Week: The Classic Story of the Crucial Battle of WWII Infield. Bomber Command and the 
8th AF are tasked to destroy the Luftwaffe in the air and on the ground in February 1944. Notes the 
flap copy, “In thundering thousand-plane raids, the British hit at night and the Americans by day.” 
Solidly based on the official records, authored by a B-17 DFC pilot who was there. 124pp, hc, biblio, 
index. 1993 reprint of this 1974 best seller. $14.50 B 
 
[ ] Target Berlin: Mission 250 6 March 1944 Jeff Ethel and Alfred Price relate in minute-by-minute 
detail one of the legendary 8th AF bombing missions of the European Theatre of Operations (60+ 
bombers lost, etc.). The story from both sides, the bombers, fighters, flak gunners, survivors above 
and below. Many personal stories. 212pp, sc, photos, maps, biblio, index. Lovely copy $14.50 B 
 
[ ] The Nuremberg Raid 30-31 March 1944 Martin Middlebrook’s essential and famous study of this 
major Bomber Command operation. The planning, execution and aftermath of this raid that cost the 
city great damage but was Bomber Command’s costliest with more than 100 bombers lost. 366pp, sc, 
photos, maps. app’x, biblio, index. New copy. $14.50 B 
 
[ ] Raiding the Reich: The Allied Strategic Bombing Offensive in Europe Roger Freeman. 
Thorough, captivating history covering both main forces – RAF Bomber Command and USAAF 8th 
AF. Beautifully laid out with the basic text and 100s of top photos. 160pp, hc, lf. Like new copy. 
$32.00 A 
 
[ ] Eagles of Duxford: The 78th Fighter Group in WWII Fry. All the details of this renowned group 
based in the UK. From P-38 days in California, the group excels in the UK/ETO with P-47s & P-51s, 
especially in escorting B-17s/B-24s. Also, it’s important TAC role in destroying any and every sort of 
ground target. 140pp, hc, lf, photos, maps, app’x, index. Fine copy $45.00 A 
 
[ ] Aircraft Camouflage and Markings 1907-1954 Bruce Robertson’s classic title. Covers the topic 
in immense detail, various nations. Much use of colour to show national markings. Hundreds of 
photos and drawings.  Has such special pages as “Colour standards of the Ministry of Aircraft 
Production”. Truly a masterpiece, a “dream” aviation book. 1966 ed’n, excellent copy. 256 pp, hc, lf. 
$35.00 A 
 
[ ] God Is My Co-Pilot The famous Robert L. Scott’s bestselling autobio. His pre-war flying days, 
then fighting the Japanese over Burma in the P-40, P-43 etc. Endless adventures. Top coverage of an 
air war that also involved so many Canadians. 276pp, sc, photos. Nice copy $10.50 B 



 
[ ] Ian Allan Ltd “Special” series Each 64 pp, lf, hc. All very nice copies: Halifax (Bruce Robertson 1990), , 
Swordfish (W.A. Harrison, new copy), (Bruce Robertson 1977), Hampden (Chaz  Bowyer 1976). Each $15.00 
A  
 
[ ] Cutaway Aircraft of WWII  Lovely 1989 item from Argus Books in the UK. Large cutaways of many a/c 
from the Zero to the Spitfire VI, Me.109F, Hellcat, Mosquito IV, Lancaster I, He.177, Sunderland, Catalina, 
many others A remarkable collection, very nice copy.  64pp, sc, lf. $14.00 B 
 
[ ] The Ultra Spy Autobio of UK spy F.W. Winterbotham. Beginning as a WWI pilot in the RFC, he spied on 
Germany in the interwar years, then was important at Bletchley Park re. “Ultra”. 258pp, hc, index. Nice copy 
$14.50 B 
 
[ ] We Landed by Moonlight: The Secret RAF Landings in France 1940-1944 Verity 2nd ed’n 1979. All the 
details of RAF Special Operations Executive ops, mainly using Lysanders to deliver spies + the Halifax dropping 
personnel and supplies to the Resistance. Many exotic operations. 256pp, photos, app’x, index. Like new copy. 
$35.00 B 
 
[ ] We Landed by Moonlight: The Secret RAF Landings in France 1940-1944 Ditto … Verity 2nd ed’n Crécy 
Y2K. Like new copy. $25.00 B 
 
[ ] Winning the Radar War Nissen Best seller that tells an important part re. Britain’s development of 
radar prior to and early in WWII. Battle of Britain, Commando raid to capture German radar, etc. 
224pp, hc, photos, index. New copy. 
 
[ ] The Wizard War: British Scientific Intelligence 1939-1945 Jones. As it says, all the advanced R&D that took 
place, the people, the equipment developed and its testing, production and uses. Says the flap copy, “perhaps the 
last great untold drama of World War II, a memoir of major historical importance”.  556pp, hc, photos, dias, 
gloss, index. New copy. $24.50 A  
 
[ ] June 6, 1944: The Voices of D-Day Gerald Astor’s best-seller. An important grand overview based on the 
author’s (himself a veteran) 100s of interviews and letter exchanges over the decades with those who were there 
on land, sea and air. 370pp, hc, photos, biblio. Nice copy. $13.50 A 
 
[ ] D-Day: The Greatest Invasion, A People’s History Van der Vat. A superb production with all the essential + 
and 100s of photos, many of the “then and now” variety. You’ll see the action at some spot in a 1944 archival 
photo, then the same spot photographed for this 2003 book. All the Allied forces involved land, sea and air, but 
special attention to Canadian participation. One of the best such books. 176pp, hc, lf, maps, many “people” 
profiles, much Canadian content. Like new copy. $16.50 A 
 
[ ] Pegasus Bridge June 6, 1944 Ambrose. The story of D-Day before dawn of that historic day. British troops 
take the bridge in the day’s first engagement with the enemy 198pp, sc, app’x, index. New copy. $10.00 B 



 
[ ] Victory at Falaise: The Soldiers’ Story With BGen Denis Whitaker, historian Terry Copp tells the story of the 
great land battle in Europe following Normandy and the victory for Canada that it represents. Thorough, in-depth 
coverage. 372pp, hc, photos, maps, notes, biblio, index. New copy. $19.50 B 
 
[ ] Citizen Soldiers: The US Army from the Normandy Beaches to the Bulge to the Surrender of Germany 
June 7, 1944 to May 7, 1945 Ambrose. Important, in-depth treatment as you’d expect. Says Ken Burns of 
Ambrose: “His pen is a machine gun: detached, hot and devastating.” Like new copy.528pp, photos, maps, notes, 
biblio, index. $13.50 B 
 
[ ] Carl F. Burke, MBE: Canadian Aviation Pioneer Solid bio of the legendary aviator who founded 
Maritime Central Airlines. From Moth to DC-3, C-46, York. DEW Line contracts, pioneer trans-
Atlantic charters, the CF-MCF disaster, etc. Author Allan MacNutt was one of the earliest post-WWII 
Canadian aviators to write aviation history and dare to self-publish. 204 pp, sc, photos, maps, fleet 
list, index. New. $12.00 B 
 
[ ] Air Rescue, Saving Lives Stateside Barry Smith describes SAR in the USA and Canada. Great 
coverage (30 pages) of 442 Sqn (Comox) – Labrador and Buffalo. Also, USAF, USN and US Coast Guard. 
“Osprey Colour Series” 1989. Like new.128pp, sc. Glorious photo coverage. $12.50 B  
 
[ ] Camera above the Clouds Vol.1 of the aircraft photography of the eminent Charles E. Brown. The great 
man’s story and photos from the 1920s into the 1950s. Spectacular photos of such great types as the DH Dragon, 
Hawker Demon, Bristol Bulldog, Hawker Demon and Hurricane, Fairey Battle and Avro Anson. Into the war 
with the Spitfire, Lancaster, Sunderland, Mosquito, then postwar with the jetsGnat, Hunter, Valiant, etc. A 
wonderful tour through those decades of British aviation. For any fan of superb photography. 162pp, hc, lf. 
$18.50 A 
 
[ ] Camera above the Clouds Vol.2 ditto except all different photos  172 pp $18.50 A 
 
 
[ ] World War II Nose Art in Color The late great Jeff Ethell’s lovely 96-page profile. As it says. No one will 
dislike this little gem. Very special ! Depicts US Army Air Force types all categories. This one’s getting rare. 
$25.00 all-in 
 
[ ] Wings of World War II. The Military Flight Qualification Badges of the Second World War R.J. Huff’s 
seminal history of all the wings worn. Dozens of nations (Canada of course) with each wing illustrated. Essential 
sourcebook. 250pp, lf, hc, ill., biblio. Nice autographed copy. $55.00 A 
 
[ ] Lockheed’s Constellation Steve Pace’s lovely 96-page softcover profile (1998 MBI) of this classic propliner. 
Solid text and dozens of colour photos through the decades with detailed captions. Lovely effort! $18.50 B 
 



[ ] Not Much of an Engineer The autobio of Stanley Hooker, one of the masterminds of the turbojet engine. 
From the R-R Merlin to Whittle’s first little engine for Gloster, on to a host of engines including for the Concorde 
and Harrier, this is a story for anyone wishing to know about the evolution of jet power in aviation. 254pp, hc, 
photos, dias., app’x, index. Like new copy. $27.00 B 
 
[ ] Weather Ways Vintage 1964 edition of this famous Canadian Department of Transport “Met” 
Branch publication of all things meteorological as it all applies to aviation. 145pp, sc, ill., maps. Like 
new copy. $15.00 B 
 
[ ] Weather Ways Vintage 1961 edition , used copy but quite nice. $12.00 B 
 
[ ] Aircraft Navigation Theory and Practice Stewart et al. A beautiful 1943 text book from which nav students 
learned. Two lovely inserts: a large fold-out map of the English Channel and an aircraft navigation computer. 
146pp, hc, many dias. Very nice copy, collector item $25.00 B 
 
[ ] Air Training Manual: A Practical Guide to Aero-Engines, Aircraft Construction, Wireless and Electricity, 
and Air Navigation for Members of the A.T.C. and all Interested in Modern Aeronautics Lovely wartime text 
book for the collector. 320pp, greatly illustrated, index. Nice copy c.1940. $22.50 B 
 
[ ] Guide to Flying Prepared by The Aeroplane Another British wartime (1942) tech manual and another gem 
of a book. 260pp with some lovely foldouts. Good condition for any collector. $24.50 B 
 
[ ] Your Wings Assen Jordanoff’s 1936 guide to general aviation. 282 pp, hc, medium format, wonderfully 
illustrated. Such headings as Simple Aerodynamics, Primary Flights The Take-Off and Landing, Turns, 
Climbs and Glides. Stalls and Spins, The Motor, The Propeller, Your First Solo Flight, The Gyro and 
Sperry Instruments, Motor Oils and Gasolines Collector’s book. Good condition. $23.50 A 
 
[ ] Avro Arrow: The Story of the Avro Arrow from Its Evolution to Its Extinction By The 
Arrowheads. 2004 ed’n.  Anyone’s basic sourcebook for Arrow history that’s still in print.  Really 
tops if you still don’t have a copy. 180 pages, lf, hc, photos galore, diagrams, fold-outs, index. The 
best all-round, single-volume, in-print Arrow book. Complements the 3 books below. 182pp, sc, lf, 
foldouts, biblio, index. New copy $27.50 A 
 
[ ] Avro Arrow: The Story of the Avro Arrow from Its Evolution to Its Extinction Ditto except Nov. 
1980 hardcover. Like new copy.  $45.00 A 
 
[ ] Avro Arrow: The Story of the Avro Arrow from Its Evolution to Its Extinction 1st ed’n 1980 
hardcover with autographs from James C. Floyd chief designer, Arrow test pilots Jan Zurakowski, 
Spud Potocki, Jack Woodman, Avro chief pilot Don Rogers, Avro test pilot Mike Cooper-Slipper, 
book author Les Wilkinson. Lovely book! $350.00 all-in 
 



[ ]  Avro Aircraft & Cold War Aviation Whitcomb. Very detailed 2002 coverage of Avro Canada’s 
many projects since WWII beginning with the C.102 Jetliner, CF-100, CF-105, then, Avro’s many 
proposed, futuristic projects. Finally, the decline of Avro Canada in 1959. Autographs by the author + 
James C. Floyd Arrow chief designer + Don Rogers Avro chief pilot in the Arrow era. 272pp, hc, 
photos, dia, biblio, index. Like new. $175.00 A  
 
[ ] Arrows to the Moon: Avro’s Engineers and the Space Race Chris Gainor’s super overview of the rise and 
downfall of the Avro Arrow and how this contributed immensely to the success of the US space program. Very 
nice copy. 296pp, sc, photos, biblio, index $27.50 B 
 
[ ] The Arrow: Avro CF-105 Mk.1 Pilot's Operating Instructions and RCAF Testing/Basing Plans 
Leversedge. Amazing document giving much inside info on the great Arrow project. Not to be 
missed! 160pp, sc, lf, charts, dia, photos, app'x. New copy. $24.00 A 
 
[ ] Destruction of a Dream: The Tragedy of Avro Canada and the CF-105 Arrow Vol.1 (96 pp, sc, 
lf) of Marc-André Valiquette’s superb series. Essential for the “Arrow Maniac” or any general reader. 
Beautifully produced and overflowing with basic, solid history. Bags of top photos, hard to beat this 
beauty for Arrow background. Like new copy. $50.00 A 
 
[ ] Destruction of a Dream: The Tragedy of Avro Canada and the CF-105 Arrow Vol.2 (96 pp, hc, 
lf) Ditto. Like new copy. $70.00 A 
 
[ ] The Arrow Scrapbook: Rebuilding a Dream and a Nation Peter Zuuring’s beautiful, big, 
authoritative, large format, hardcore 1999 Avro Canada history focussing on the Arrow program. 
Magnificent production with masses of deeply researched material (as per the Valiquette books). Puts 
the Arrow myth into decent perspective. The best ever Arrow photo collection in one volume. This 
copy autographed by Arrow chief designer Jim Floyd, test pilot Jan Zurakowski and Avro Canada 
chief pilot Don Rogers on Oct.12, 2000. 270pp, app’x, index.  $350.00 all-in 
 
[ ] Lost Moon: The Perilous Voyage of Apollo 13 Astronaut Jim Lovell and J. Kluger. You’ve seen the movie. 
Here’s the inside story from an Apollo 13 astronaut and his collaborator. Magnificent read, how calamity was 
turned into triumph. 378pp, hc, photos, map, app’x, index. Very nice copy, a very rare 1st ed’n 1994 hardcover. 
Serious item for the hardcore bibliophile. On the web as much as US$400 for this ed’n. This copy $50.00 B  
 
[ ] A Man on the Moon: The Voyages of the Apollo Astronauts Chaikin. Apollo 1 to 17, a thorough history. 
Every aspect of each mission. 682pp, sc, photos, maps, dias, notes, app’x, index. New copy. 16.50 B 
 
[ ] Apollo 11, Anniversary Edition 1969/2019 212pp, sc, photos, dias + Landing Eagle: Inside the Cockpit 
During the First Moon Landing by Michael Engle 86pp, sc, photos. Like new copies. The pair $16.50 B 
 



[ ] Moon Shot: The Inside Story of America’s Race to the Moon Alan Shepard and Deke Slayton. The whole 
program described from its inception by two of the top NASA men. 384pp, hc, photos, index. Very nice copy. 
$17.50 B 
 
[ ] The Space Shuttle Operations Manual (revised ed’n 1988). As you would expect, a lovely production for the 
keen space reader. 200pp, lf, sc, photos, loads of dias, foldouts. Like new copy. $21.50 A 
 
[ ] All We Did Was Fly to the Moon Lattimer with input from the astronauts. Author-autographed copy. From 
Mercury to Gemini and Apollo. Each mission is outlined. Very nice copy. 144pp, sc, photos dias, index. $12.50 B 
 
[ ] Aviation Disasters: The World’s Major Civil Airliner Crashes since 1950 Gero. As it says. Fascinating if 
macabre book. Such Canadian content as the TCA North Star and CPA DC-6B lost in the BC mountains, the 
MCA DC-4 in Quebec, the Arrow Air DC-8 at Gander and two Air Canada DC-8s. Chronologically arranged, 
really top stuff! 240pp, hc, medium format, photos, maps, index. Very nice copy. 15.50 A 
 
[ ] The Commandos 1940-1946 Messenger. In-depth coverage of the famous special forces men who were sent 
on innumerable extra demanding/dangerous missions. Wildly exciting reading! 446pp, hc, photos, biblio, index. 
Nice copy. $15.50 B 
 
[ ] Insignia of World War II McDonnell. As it says, all nations. Magnificent production, scores of photos and 
diagrams for the collector or just the interested reader. 224pp, hc, index. $24.00 A 
 
[ ] Air and Space: The National Air and Space Museum Story of Flight Chaikin. Glorious 1997 large format 
hardcover from the Smithonian Institution. Aviation from earlier times to the present ever so beautifully presented 
in word and photos. 316pp, app’x, index. $17.50 A 
 
[ ] Per Ardua ad Astra, Handbook of the Royal Air Force 1967 ed’n. As you’d expect. Everything to know 
about the fundamentals from the birth of the RAF, to RAF College, uniforms, badges, brevets, heraldry & 
insignia, colours & standards, medals, decorations & awards, the messes, social etiquette, RAF Regiment, 
women in the RAF, RAF Aux, battle honours, etc. Absolutely fantastic as a handbook.  172pp, photos, ill, index. 
Nice copy. $15.00 A 
 
[ ] Churchill: The Struggle for Survival 1945-60 Moran. Based on the diaries of Churchill’s phyisian Lord 
Moran covering this little-covered but important era in Churchill’s life. 480pp, sc, index. New copy. $12.50 B 


